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Abstract. Monotonic maps with a single discontinuity arise in a variety of sit-
uations. We describe the in�nite sets of periods for such maps on the boundary
of chaos; this gives a sense of the routes to chaos in such maps. The description
involves an explicit subshift of �nite type which describes the sequences of di�erent
renormalizations possible in these maps.
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1. Introduction

One-dimensional piecewise monotonic maps with a single discontinuity arise nat-
urally in many situations. Early work was mostly associated with the study of
global bifurcations, and in this case the maps have slopes which (typically) tend
to zero or in�nity as the point of discontinuity is approached from above or below
[12, 13, 14, 15, 17]. On the other hand, linear maps are good models in a range of
applications involving switching, so they have been studied within the literature of
hybrid systems [4, 5, 6, 7]. A number of recent works have looked at these linear
models in more detail [1, 2, 3].
This paper is concerned with routes to chaos in these maps. One of the most impor-

tant steps towards understanding the possible routes to chaos involves determining
the structure of maps on the boundary of chaos (in the sense of positive topological
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2 PAUL GLENDINNING

Figure 1. Monotonic maps with a single discontinuity: from left to
right Class A (orientable), Class B (semi-orientable), and Class C (non-
orientable). Maps in class D are obtained from maps in class B by the
transformation x ! �x. In each case the interval is [z0; z1], with the
de�nitions given in the text.

entropy). In [13, 14] a new route to chaos for a class of di�erential equations mod-
elled by semi-ows on Lorenz surfaces was described. Return maps for these ows
are piecewise monotonic with a single discontinuity such as the maps shown in Figure
1b,c. To obtain this new (anharmonic) route to chaos various restrictions must be
put on the classes of maps considered. One of the aims of this paper is to place
the anharmonic route to chaos in the more general context of transitions to chaos
in maps like those shown in Figure 1. We do this by concentrating on maps on the
boundary of chaos which are in�nitely renormalizable, characterizing these maps by
the set of periods which exist for each map. More precisely, let f : I ! I be a map
of the interval I, then the set of (minimal) periods of f , P (f), is de�ned to be

P (f) = fn 2 N j fn(x) = x some x 2 I; and f i(x) 6= x; 1 � i < ng (1)

Thus P (f) is a (�nite or in�nite) set of positive integers. In the sense that families
of maps which pass through a given map f on the boundary of chaos must create
orbits with periods in P (f) before becoming chaotic, this characterization gives some
insight into the bifurcations which must occur in transitions to chaos via the map
f . If a map is on the boundary of chaos and is not in�nitely renormalizable it will
still be renormalizable a �nite number of times (possibly zero) and in this sense this
paper gives a complete description of the possible periods on the boundary of chaos.
The maps in Figure 1 have three properties in common, there is a discontinuity

at x = 0, they are continuous and monotonic in x < 0 and in x > 0, and there are
continuously di�erentiable (x 6= 0) with slope tending to zero as x tends to zero from
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either above or below. Although this latter property is not fundamental here it is
natural in the context of global bifurcation theory [15]. The boundary of chaos in
the case that both branches of the map are increasing (called Class A [15], Fig. 1(a))
has been described by Tresser [19]. Essentially the boundary of chaos (in a natural
parameter space) consists of points on which maps have an in�nite set of periods (pn)
related by pn+1 = anpn, an > 1, and line segments on which maps have a �nite set of
periods (also satisfying pn+1 = anpn). Since there are a number of papers on these
cases, no further details will be given here [11, 17, 19].
The remaining three classes of maps are class B (increasing in x < 0, decreasing

in x > 0), class C (decreasing in both x < 0 and x > 0) and class D (decreasing in
x < 0 and increasing in x > 0). Note that maps in class B and class D are equivalent
under the transformation x! �x. For all these cases there are regions (in a suitably
chosen parameter space) where maps on the boundary of chaos have the in�nite set
of periods (pn) with

pn+1 = 2pn + (�1)n (2)

This corresponds to transitions to chaos via the anharmonic route described in [13,
14]. By making explicit some remarks in [8, 15] it is possible to set up a subshift
of �nite type which describes how the boundary of chaos is mapped to itself under
a number of renormalization operations. The derivation of this subshift is the main
result here: it also enables us to give (implicitly) a description of all the possible
in�nite sets of periods for maps on the boundary of chaos in classes B, C and D.
The methods used here echo the standard arguments for unimodal maps. For

a family of unimodal maps, either the dynamics is simple (there is a stable �xed
point), or an induced map can be de�ned by looking at the second iterate of the
map restricted to an appropriate interval. If this does not map this interval into
itself then the map is chaotic (in the sense of having positive topological entropy),
and if it does the process can repeat. The only di�erence here is that the number of
zero entropy renormalizations which can occur is bigger than one, and the di�erent
zero entropy renormalizations form a subshift of �nite type themselves, however, the
principle remains the same.

2. Some definitions: maps and parameter space

We begin with the basic de�nition of the four classes of maps being considered
and then go on to describe the parametrization of families of maps in each class.
In all cases the interval the interval I = [z0; z1] with z0 < c < z1 and the point of
discontinuity of the map is at x = c.

De�nition 2.1 : A map f : [z0; z1]! [z0; z1] is monotonic with a single discontinuity
(msdc) if
(i) f is continuous on [z0; z1]nfcg;
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(ii) f j(z0;c) and f j(c;z1) is strictly monotonic; and
(iii) f(zi) 2 fz0; z1g, i = 0; 1.

Note that the third condition is easy to relax, but we retain it as the boundary
points will be important in the renormalization process. The four di�erent classes
of maps are obtained by choosing the branches of f to be increasing or decreasing
in di�erent combinations, together with simple conditions at the end-points of the
interval. We use the notation f(c�) = limx"c f(x) and f(c+) = limx#c f(x).

De�nition 2.2 : A map f : [z0; z1]! [z0; z1] is in class A if it is msdc and
(i) f j(z0;c) and f j(c;z1) are strictly increasing; and
(ii) f(z0) = z0 and f(z1) = z1.

As noted in the introduction, the boundary of chaos of maps in class A is described
in [11, 19].

De�nition 2.3 : A map f : [z0; z1]! [z0; z1] is in class B if it is msdc and
(i) f j(z0;c) is strictly increasing and f j(c;z1) is strictly decreasing; and
(ii) f(z0) = f(z1) = z0.

De�nition 2.4 : A map f : [z0; z1]! [z0; z1] is in class C if it is msdc and
(i) f j(z0;c) and f j(c;z1) are strictly decreasing;
(ii) f(zi) = f(z1�i), = 0; 1.

De�nition 2.5 : A map f : [z0; z1] ! [z0; z1] is in class D if it the map g :
[�z1;�z0]! [�z1;�z0] de�ned by g(x) = �f(�x), is in class B.

Maps in these four classes are determined (up to a semi-conjugacy which collapses
only sinks and their preimages and wandering intervals to points) by two topological
invariants: the kneading sequences of c+ and c� [8]. Hence it seems natural to work
in a two-parameter space. All the results below are strictly true in the space of
kneading invariants, but to make matters more approachable we assume that there
exist full two-parameter families of maps in each class so that the parameter space
can be taken to be a connected closed subset of R2, cf. [15]. For example, the maps

A�;�(x) =

�
� � x2 if x < 0
��+ x2 if x > 0

(3)

is in class A with c = 0 provided (�; �) 2 DA de�ned by

DA = f(�; �) j �
1

4
� � � �(�+ 1) and �

1

4
� � � �(� + 1)g (4)

see Figure 2a. We shall refer to the region DA as an A-box. Ideally we would work
with two-parameter full families of maps, i.e. families which realise every possible
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Figure 2. Parameter boxes for Class A (orientable), Class B (semi-
orientable), and Class C (non-orientable).

kneading invariant of the class, and more generally, an A-box for a full family of
maps in class A parameterised by � and �, is a region bounded by the curves U1 to
U4 de�ned by

U1 = fa 2 R2 j f 0
a
(z0) = 1g

U2 = fa 2 R2 j f 0
a
(z1) = 1g

U3 = fa 2 R2 j fa(c
�) = z1g

U4 = fa 2 R2 j fa(c
+) = z0g

(5)

for which every kneading invariant is realised for at least one choice of a. Note that
the �rst two are the loci of saddlenode bifurcations creating the boundary �xed points,
and the second to are homoclinic bifurcation points beyond which the interval [z0; z1]
is no longer invariant. For simplicity, we assume that these conditions do indeed
de�ne segments of continuous curves in the plane and that they bound a closed,
connected set, DA. Note that the quadratic family A�;� is not full [8, 9, 12].
Similar de�nitions can be given in the cases of full families of maps in class B (and

hence class D) and class C (see Figure 2b,c). For a full family of maps, (fa) in class
B, with a 2 R2, de�ne

V1 = fa 2 R2 j f 0
a
(z0) = 1g

V2 = fa 2 R2 j fa(c
�) = z1g

V3 = fa 2 R2 j fa(c
+) = z0g

(6)

Then a B-box is the region bounded by these three curves. Note that both V1 \ V2
and V1 \ V3 correspond to degenerate cases of the maps for which we allow z1 = c.
In terms of the simple quadratic family

B�;�(x) =

�
� � x2 if x < 0
�� x2 if x > 0

(7)
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these curves are given by

V1 = f(�; �) j � = �1
4
g

V2 = f(�; �) j � = (�� �2) + (�� �2)2g
V3 = f(�; �) j � = (�� �2) + (�� �2)2g

(8)

Finally, for full families (ga) in class C, with a a 2 R2, de�ne

W1 = fa 2 R2 j (g2
a
)0(zi) = 1g

W2 = fa 2 R2 j ga(c
+) = z1g

W3 = fa 2 R2 j ga(c
�) = z0g

(9)

Then these three curves enclose the region DC . As with case B, the intersections of
these curves correspond to degenerate cases. Again, these curves are easy to calculate
for the quadratic family

C�;�(x) =

�
�� + x2 if x < 0
�� x2 if x > 0

(10)

W1 does not have a simple close form (though it can be given explicitly using solutions
of cubic equations), and is shown numerically in Figure 2c, and

W2 = f(�; �) j �+ � = (�� �2)2g
W3 = f(�; �) j �+ � = (� � �2)2g

(11)

3. Kneading Theory

Kneading theory provides a symbolic description of iterates of maps. Maps can be
identi�ed (up to sets of periodic orbits with the same code and homtervals, i.e. inter-
vals on which fn is monotonic for all n; these intervals can include parts of the local
basins of attraction of stable periodic orbits if they exist) by their kneading invariant:
a pair of sequences associated with orbits obtained by approaching the critical point c
from above or below. The material presented here is standard, although the di�erent
cases are not usually described together.
Let f : I ! I be a msdc map with discontinuity c 2 I, and de�ne

a(x) =

�
�1 if x < c
+1 ifx > c

(12)

If x is not a preimage of c then de�ne the itinerary of x, I(x) to be the sequence
I(x) = a0a1a2a3 : : : where ai = a(f i(x)), i = 0; 1; 2; 3; : : : . To extend this de�nition
to pre-images of c de�ne a metric d on f�1;+1gN0 by

d(a;b) =
1X
n=0

jan � bnj

2n+1
(13)
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If fn(x) = c for some x 2 I then de�ne the upper itinerary, I(x+) and the lower
itinerary, I(x�) by

I(x+) = lim
y#x

I(y); I(x�) = lim
y"x

I(y) (14)

where the limits are taken through points which are not preimages of c. Clearly upper
and lower itineraries can also be de�ned for points which are not preimages of c, but
the I(x�) = I(x+) = I(x).
The pair consisting of the upper and lower itinerary of the point of discontinuity

itself is called the kneading invariant of f , k(f). in other words, if k+(f) = I(c+)
and k�(f) = I(c�) then

k(f) = (k+(f); k�(f)) (15)

When the map f is clear from the context, the argument f will be dropped.
The order of points on the real line with di�erent itineraries can be deduced by

looking at the itineraries of the points. For this we need to de�ne four order on
sequences in f�1;+1gN0 , which will be relevant to the four classes of msdc maps
de�ned earlier. Here and blow we use the notation N0 = f0; 1; 2; : : : g to remind the
reader that indexing typically begins with the subscript zero. For sequences a and b
in f�1;+1gN0 and maps in class A (orientable) de�ne �o by

a �o b (16)

if and only if either a0 < b0 or ai = bi, 0 � i � n� 1 and an < bn. This is a complete
order on f�1;+1gN0 and is often called the lexicographical order.
For sequences a and b in f�1;+1gN0 and maps in class B (semi-orientable) de�ne

�so+ by
a �so+ b (17)

if and only if either a0 < b0 or ai = bi, 0 � i � n� 1 and

an�
n�1
0 (�ak) < bn�

n�1
0 (�bk) (18)

so if the number of +1s in a0a1 : : : an�1 is odd the usual order is reversed. This is a
complete order on f�1;+1gN0 and is sometimes called the unimodal order.
For sequences a and b in f�1;+1gN0 and maps in class D (semi-orientable) de�ne

�so� by
a �so� b (19)

if and only if either a0 < b0 or ai = bi, 0 � i � n� 1 and

an�
n�1
0 (ak) < bn�

n�1
0 (bk) (20)

so if the number of �1s in a1 : : : an�1 is odd the usual order is reversed. This is a
complete order on f�1;+1gN0 and is also a unimodal order.
For sequences a and b in f�1;+1gN0 and maps in class D (non-orientable) de�ne

�no by
a �no b (21)
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if and only if either a0 < b0 or ai = bi, 0 � i � n� 1 and

(�1)nan < (�1)nbn (22)

Again, this is a complete order on f�1;+1gN0 .

Lemma 1. Let f : I ! I be a msdc map and �� the appropriate order. If I(x+) ��

I(y�) then x < y.

This is a standard result and we omit the proof here. The action of the map on
points induces a map on itineraries: the shift map, �, de�ned by �(a0a1a2a3 : : : ) =
a1a2a3a4 : : : . The relationship between � and f is given by the following lemma
(which is again standard).

Lemma 2. Let f : I ! I be a msdc map and x 6= c. Then

I(f(x)�) = �I(x�) (23)

if f is increasing at x, and

I(f(x)�) = �I(x�) (24)

if f is decreasing at x.

We now move on to consider which sequences can be kneading sequences and to
what extent the itineraries of points are determined by the kneading sequence. Before
we do this, the very simple cases need to be treated separately.

4. The simple cases

This section is exceptionally dull. The reader is strongly advised to look at the
pictures and ignore the statements. However, the cases here are important and so
cannot be omitted. In the statements of the results 
(f) denotes the non-wandering
points of f .

Lemma 3. (The orientable case { class A) Let f : I ! I be in class A and let X+

(resp. X�) denote the �xed points of f in x � c (resp. x � c).
(i) If f(c�) � c and f(c+) � c then

(1) (k+; k�) = ((+1)1; (�1)1);
(2) I(x) = (�1)1 for all x < c and I(x) = (+1)1 for all x > c;
(3) 
(f) = X� [X+.

(ii) If f(c�) � c and f(c+) < c then

(1) (k+; k�) = ((+1)(�1)1; (�1)1);
(2) I(x) = (�1)1 for all x < c and if x > c then either I(x) = (+1)n(�1)1

for some n > 0 or I(x) = (+1)1 or I(x�) = (+1)n(�1)1 and I(x+) =
(+1)n+1(�1)1;

(3) 
(f) = X� [X+.
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Figure 3. Maps in the three easy cases of Lemma 3.

(iii) If f(c�) > c and f(c+) � c then the situation is as in case (ii) above, but with
the roles of x < c and x > c reversed.

The situation is as shown in Figure 4; proofs come from standard results for mono-
tonic maps.

Lemma 4. (The semi-orientable case { class B; increasing in x < c and decreasing
in x > c) Let f : I ! I be in class B and let X� denote the �xed points of f in x � c
and X1;2

+ denote the �xed points and points of period two (possibly empty) in x � c.
(i) If f(c�) � c and f(c+) � c then

(1) (k+; k�) = ((+1)(�1)1; (�1)1);
(2) I(x) = (�1)1 for all x < c and I(x) = (+1)(�1)1 for all x > c;
(3) 
(f) = X�.

(ii) If f(c�) � c, f(c+) > c and f 2(c+) � c then

(1) (k+; k�) = ((+1)1; (�1)1);
(2) I(x) = (�1)1 for all x < c and if x > c then either I(x) = (+1)(�1)1 or

I(x) = (+1)1 or I(x�) = (+1)1 and I(x+) = (+1)(�1)1;
(3) 
(f) = X� [X

1;2
+ .

(iii) If f(c�) � c, f(c+) > c and f 2(c+) < c then

(1) (k+; k�) = ((+1)2(�1)1; (�1)1);
(2) I(x) = (�1)1 for all x < c and if x > c then either I(x) = (+1)1 I(x) =

(+1)n(�1)1 for some n > 0 or I(x�) = (+1)k(�1)1 and I(x+) = (+1)k+2(�1)1

for some k > 1;
(3) 
(f) = X� [X

1;2
+ .

Again, the di�erent possibilities are illustrated in Figure 4, and the situation for
maps in class D is the same as for class B but with the roles of x > c and x < c
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Figure 4. Maps in the three easy cases of Lemma 4.

reversed and hence the roles of the symbols �1 are also reversed. Finally we have
the non-orientable case.

Lemma 5. (The non-orientable case { class C) Let f : I ! I be in class C and let
X2 denote the period two points of f in with one point on each orbit in x � c and
the other in x � c. Let X1;2

+ denote the �xed points and points on orbits of period

two (possibly empty) in x � c and X1;2
� denote the �xed points and points on orbits

of period two (possibly empty) in x � c.
(i) If f(c�) � c and f(c+) � c then

(1) (k+; k�) = ((+1� 1)1; (�1 + 1)1);
(2) I(x) = (�1 + 1)1 for all x < c and I(x) = (+1� 1)1 for all x > c;
(3) 
(f) = X2.

(ii) If f(c�) � c, f 2(c�) � c, f(c+) < c and f 2(c+) < c then

(1) (k+; k�) = ((+1)(�1)1; (�1)1);
(2) I(x) = (+1)(�1)1 for all x > c and I(x) = (�1)1 if x < c;
(3) 
(f) = X1;2

� .

(iii) If f(c�) � c, f 2(c�) � c, f(c+) < c and f 2(c+) > c then

(1) (k+; k�) = ((+1� 1)1; (�1)1);
(2) I(x) = (+1� 1)1 for all x > c and if x < c then either I(x) = (�1 + 1)1 or

I(x) = (�1)1 or I(x�) = (�1 + 1)1 and I(x+) = (�1)1;
(3) 
(f) = X2 [X1;2

� .

(iv) If f(c�) � c, f 2(c�) � c, f(c+) � c and f 2(c+) � c then

(1) (k+; k�) = ((+1)1; (�1)1);
(2) I(x) = (+1)1 or I(x) = (+1)(�1)1 for all x > c and if x < c then either

I(x) = (�1)1 or I(x) = (�1)(+1)1;
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Figure 5. Maps in the �rst four easy cases of Lemma 5.

(3) 
(f) = X1;2
� [X1;2

+ .

(v) If f(c+) � c f 2(c+) � c, f(c�) > c and f 2(c�) > c then the situation is as in
case (ii) above, but with the roles of x < c and x > c reversed.
(vi) If f(c+) � c f 2(c+) � c, f(c�) > c and f 2(c�) < c then the situation is as in
case (iii) above, but with the roles of x < c and x > c reversed.

Having got these simple cases out of the way we can consider the possibility of
more complicated sequences.

5. Itineraries and kneading invariants: case A

An admissible sequence for a map f is a sequence which is the upper or lower
itinerary of a point. In the cases not treated in the previous section, either the map
is chaotic, or the �rst few iterates of c de�ne an invariant interval on this all the
interesting dynamics occurs (which may be chaotic itself). Itineraries of points in
this invariant interval are de�ned via the kneading invariants of the map. Di�erent
cases need to be considered separately, but all the proofs follow the usual arguments
for unimodal maps as in Collet and Eckmann [10].

Lemma 6. (Class A) Let f : I ! I be an orientable msdc map with f(c+) > c and
f(c�) < c and the interval [f(c+); f(c�)] is invariant. Let the kneading invariant of
f be (k+; k�), then for all x 2 (f(c+); f(c�)) and r � 0

�k+ � �rI(x�) � �k� (25)

Proof: Since f r(x�) 2 [f(c+); f(c�)] for all r (where limits are taken through points
which which are not preimages of c

f(c+) � f r(x�) � f(c�) (26)

and the result follows from Lemma 1.
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The next step is to establish which pairs of sequences can be kneading sequences,
and whether (25) is su�cient as well as necessary.

Proposition 7. Let k+ = (+1) : : : and k� = (�1) : : : be sequences which satisfy
either

�k+ � �rk+ � �k� and �k+ < �rk� � �k+ (27)

or

�k+ < �rk+ � �k� and �k+ � �rk� < �k+ (28)

or

k+ = (w+w�)
1; k� = (w�w+)

1 (29)

where w+ and w� are �nite minimal words such that

�k+ � �rk� � �k� (30)

for all r = 0; 1; 2; : : : then there exists a msdc map f in class A with k(f) = (k+; k�).
Conversely, if (k+; k�) is the kneading invariant of a map f then the pair will

satisfy one of the three conditions above or it is one of the simple cases of Lemma 3.

Note: If the a msdc map has positive topological entropy then the standard tech-
niques of [18] provides a semi-conjugacy of the map to a linear msdc map with slope
equal to the logarithm of entropy. However, this linear map does not necessarily have
the same kneading invariant as the original map (some intervals may be mapped to
points under the semi-conjugacy). Hubbard and Sparrow [16] prove the existence of
an expanding map for kneading invariants satisfying

�k+ � �rk+ < �k� and �k+ < �rk� < �k� (31)

by embedding points in the doubling map and then contracting intervals to points
in an appropriate way. Unfortunately, this only works when left and right endpoints
of the intervals to be contracted do not touch (as this leads to isolated points, and
they require the set which is left to be homeomorphic to an interval). We use a
modi�cation to overcome this, and end up expanding intervals as in the construction
of a Denjoy counterexample rather that contracting.

Proof: De�ne

p(a) =
1X
0

ai
2i+1

(32)

and then

P (a) =

�
p(a)� p(k+) if a1 = 1
p(a)� p(k�) if a1 = 0

(33)

so P (k�) = P (k+) = 0 and a �o b implies P (b) > P (a) unless a = Ak� and b = Ak+
in which case P (b) = P (a).
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If (k+; k�) satis�es (27) then de�ne F on images of x = 0 by

F (P (�nk�)) = P (�n+1k�) (34)

Since the shift map is continuous at accumulation points of �kk�, F can be extended
to a map of the interval [P (�k+); P (�k�)] which is continuous and strictly increasing
on the intervals [P (�k+); 0) and (0; P (�k�)], i.e. it is a map in class A. Moreover,
k(F ) = (k+; k�) follows easily.
Now suppose that �nk+ = k� for some n > 0, but �rk� 6= k+ for all r = 0; 1; 2; : : :

i.e.

�k+ � �rk+ � �k� and �k+ � �rk� < �k+ (35)

with equality in the second inequality of the �rst pair of inequalities for some r. Then
k+ = Ak�, but the method used in the �rst part of this proof yields a Lorenz map
with k+ = A1. To get round this we need to create a homterval to the left of the
discontinuity. Consider the interval [p(�k+); p(�k�)], with p as de�ned in (32) and
note that

p(�a) =

�
2p(a)� 1 if a0 = 1
2p(a) + 1 if a0 = �1

(36)

Let xm = p(�mk�), m = 0; 1; 2; : : : , and for m = �1;�2; : : : let X0 = fx0g and let
Xm denote the set of points in [p(�k+); p(�k�)] which and map to Xm+1 under (36)
and which are not in Xr, r � m + 1, i.e. the preimages of x0. Let em = "=3jmj for
some small " > 0 and de�ne a map q from the images xn and preimages yi;n 2 Xn of
x0 to a subset of the real line by

q(xm) = [p(xm) + E(xm)� em; p(xm) + E(xm)]; m = 0; 1; 2; : : :
q(yi;n) = [p(yi;m) + E(yi;m)� em; p(yi;m) + E(yi;m)]; m = �1;�2; : : :

q(�sk+) = p(�sk+) + E(�
sk+) s = 0; 1; : : : ; n� 1

q(�nk+) = p(k�) + E0 �
1
2
e0

(37)

where

E(x) =
X

ek (38)

and the sum is over all k � 0 such that xk < x and (i; k) with k < 0 such that
yi;k < x. Note that if k� is periodic the sums need to be interpreted so that each
point is only counted once (by setting an upper limit of the period p minus one in
the sum for E, and similarly limiting the range of r and s in (37)).
For each point x for which q is de�ned let

Q(x) =

�
x� b0 if x � b0
x� q(k+) if x � q(k+)

(39)
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and let Q(q(�rk�)) = Ir = [ar; br] and Q(yi;k) = Ji;k. De�ne F on these points by

F (x) =

8<
:

Q(q(�r+1k+)) if r = 0; : : : ; n� 1
fr(x) if x 2 Ir
gi;k(x) if x 2 Ji;k

(40)

where fr : Ir ! Ir+1 is a strictly increasing surjection with f(x) > x on the interior
of Ir, f

0
r(ar) > 1 and f 0r(br) < 1 so iterates of the map move towards the right hand

end point of the interval Ir+1, and gi;k is similarly de�ned.
The function F is now de�ned on a set of nonintersecting intervals and a �nite set

of points. Where it is de�ned, x < y < 0 implies that F (x) < F (y) and similarly for
x > 0. This can be extended to a msdc map in class A and k(F ) = (k+; k�).
In the �nal case, two �nite sets of points need to be `blown up' into intervals. The

principle is precisely the same as the previous case and the details are omitted.
This exhausts all possibilities for class A maps, and the result is established with

a minor amount of further thought.

6. Itineraries and Kneading invariants: classes B and C

The methods for the other two cases are very similar to those of the previous
section, complicated by parity arguments. We will not go through the full detailed
proofs.

Lemma 8. (Class B) Let f : I ! I be an semi-orientable msdc map in class B
(increasing in x < c and decreasing in x > c) with f(c�) > c.
(i) If f(c�) � f(c+), f

2(c�) < c and the interval [f 2(c�); f(c�)] is invariant then for
all x 2 (f 2(c�); f(c�)) and r � 0

either �2k� �so+ �rI(x�) �so+ k�
or k+ �so+ �rI(x�) �so+ �k�

(41)

(ii) If f(c�) < f(c+), f
2(c+) < c and the interval [f 2(c+); f(c+)] is invariant then

for all x 2 (f 2(c�); f(c�)) and r � 0

either �2k+ �so+ �rI(x�) �so+ k�
or k+ �so+ �rI(x�) �so+ �k+

(42)

Lemma 9. (Class C) Let f : I ! I be an non-orientable msdc map in class C
(decreasing in x < c and x > c) with f(c�) � c and , f 2(c�) � c, f(c+) � c and
f 2(c+) � c then.
(i) If f 2(c�) � f(c+) > c and the interval [f(c�); f

2(c�)] is invariant then for all
x 2 (f(c�); f

2(c�)) and r � 0

either �k� �no �
rI(x�) �no k�

or k+ �no �
rI(x�) �no �

2k�
(43)
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(ii) If f 2(c+) � f(c�) < c and the interval [f 2(c+); f(c+)] is invariant then for all
x 2 (f 2(c+); f(c+)) and r � 0

either �2k+ �no �
rI(x�) �no k�

or k+ �no �
rI(x�) �no �k+

(44)

In both cases the proofs follow from Lemma 1 in the standard way.
Now we come to the kneading invariants. Consider maps in class B with f(c�) >

f(c+) and an invariant interval [f 2(c�); f(c�)], f
2(c�) < c. If for all r > 0 for k+ and

r > 2 for k�

either �2k� �so+ �rk+ �so+ k� or k+ �so+ �rk+ �so+ �k� (45)

and
either �2k� �so+ �rk� �so+ k� or k+ �so+ �rk� �so+ �k� (46)

then an argument similar to that for case A can be used to construct a msdc map
F in class B with k(F ) = (k+; k�). There are two slight di�erences: �rst we cannot
use the addresses to construct the function p as in (32), but need to transform the
symbol sequences so that the lexicographical order replaces �so+. This is easy (cf.

[18]): simply replace ak by bk =
Qk

0 ak. The second thing to note is that if �pk+ = k+
for some minimal p > 0 then k+ = w1 for a word w of length p. If w is even there is
no complication, but if w is odd then in constructing the map F with k(F ) = (k+; k�)
it is necessary to create a homterval to the right of c. A similar remark holds for k�.
Suppose that �pk+ = k� for some minimal p > 0, so k+ = wk�. Then provided

either �2k� �so+ �rk+ �so+ k� or k+ �so+ �rk+ �so+ �k� (47)

and
either �2k� �so+ �rk� �so+ k� or k+ �so+ �rk� �so+ �k� (48)

there are again no problems except possibly the creation of homtervals if either k� =
w1 with w odd and/or k+ = wk� with w even (of course, in the case of periodic
sequences the homtervals are just basins of attraction of stable orbits). The case with
�pk� = k+ for some minimal p > 0, with �rk+ 6= k� a similar set of inequalities hold
and the analysis is also similar.
This leaves the possibility that there exist (minimal) positive p; q such that �pk+ =

k� and �qk� = k+. This implies that k+ = (w+w�)
1 and k� = (w�w+)

1. Again,
there is no problem in constructing a map in class B with this kneading invariant if

either �2k� �so+ �rk+ �so+ k� or k+ �so+ �rk+ �so+ �k� (49)

for r = 1; : : : ; p� 1 and

either �2k� �so+ �rk� �so+ k� or k+ �so+ �sk� and �uk� �so+ �k� (50)

for r = 3; : : : ; q � 1, s = 1; : : : ; q � 1 and u = 2; : : : ; q � 1, but if either w� or w+ is
odd a homterval needs to be created in the construction of the map F .
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The limiting boundary case is f(c�) = f(c+) with f(c�) < c and we assume that
the interval [f 2(c�); f(c�)] is invariant. This is the case of the continuous unimodal
map, and is very well studied. If fn(c�) 6= c, n � 1 then the kneading sequences k�
di�er only on their �rst symbol, and the sequence satis�es

either �2k �so+ �rk �so+ k� or k+ �so+ �rk �so+ �k (51)

for r = 3; 4; : : : where k can be either of k�. In this case our construction provides
a map F with k(F ) = (k+; k�). If fp(c�) = c for some minimal p > 1 then de�ne
w+ = +1a and w� = �1a then if a is even, k� = (�1a)1 and k+ = 1(a(�1))1 whilst
if a is odd then k� = �1(a1)1 and k� = (1a)1. Again, the method above yields a
map F with a homterval with k(F ) = (k+; k�).
Kneading invariants for maps in the second case of Lemma 8 can be treated simi-

larly.
For maps in class C the way of coding orbits so that the lexicographical order is

relevant is to use bk = (�1)kak instead of the address, and this formulation is needed
to construct the maps F with appropriate kneading invariant, which, for the cases of
Lemma 9, must satisfy

either �k� �no �
rk� �no k�

or k+ �no �
rk� �no �

2k�
(52)

or
either �2k+ �no �

rk� �no k�
or k+ �no �

rk� �no �k+
(53)

with the usual caveats when equalities hold.

7. Sub-regions and renormalization

In this section we de�ne sub-regions of the B-boxes and C-boxes in such a way
that the boundary of chaos lies in these sub-regions and, more importantly, that the
sub-regions map across each other in a well-de�ned way under the renormalization
operations de�ned on each sub-region. This will enable us to de�ne a subshift of
�nite type for the renormalization process in the next section. Although the various
renormalizations have been de�ned elsewhere [8, 15], the choice of how the B-box and
C-boxes should be divided into sub-regions is not unique. The choices made below
ensure that the way in which the regions maps across each other can be controlled.
Let (fa) be a B-full family and without loss of generality set c = 0. We de�ne

�ve sub-regions of the B-box together with four curves on the boundary of these
regions and two points on the boundary of the B-box such that the boundary of
chaos is in these regions. These de�nitions are given in terms of the end-points, z0
and z1, of the interval on which the map is de�ned, the �xed point z� in x > 0 which
exists if fa(0+) > 0, and two points of period two: y0 and y1 with y0 < 0 < y1 and
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f(yi) = y1�i, i = 0; 1. It is relatively straightforward to show that such points exist
if fa(0�) > fa(0+) � 0 and f 2

a
(0�) < 0.

B1 = fa 2 R2 j fa(0+) < 0g
L1 = fa 2 R2 j fa(0+) = 0g
B2 = fa 2 R2 j f 2

a
(0�) < 0; 0 < fa(0+) < y1g

L2 = fa 2 R2 j fa(0+) = y1g
B3 = fa 2 R2 j f 2

a
(0�) < 0; fa(0�) > fa(0+) > y1g

L3 = fa 2 R2 j fa(0�) = fa(0+)g
B4 = fa 2 R2 j fa(0+) > fa(0�) > z�g
L4 = fa 2 R2 j fa(0�) = z�g
B5 = fa 2 R2 j fa(0+) > z� > fa(0�)g
S1 = fa 2 R2 j fa(0+) = z0; fa(0�) = 0g
S2 = fa 2 R2 j fa(0+) > 0; f 2

a
(0+) = z0; fa(0�) = 0g

(54)

From [15] it follows that the boundary of chaos is contained in these regions and
stretches from S1 to S2; parameters not covered by these regions have trivial dynamics
covered by Lemma 4.
Similarly, if (gb) is a full C-family with c = 0 we can de�ne seven sub-regions

of the C-box and two special points, T1 and T2, such that the boundary of chaos
in the C-box stretches from T1 to T2 and is contained entirely in the union of the
regions. As in case B, the de�nitions involve two points on the interval, y0 < 0 < y1,
with gb(yi) = yi, i = 0; 1. The �xed point y0 exists if gb(0�) < 0 and y1 exists if
gb(0+) > 0.

C1 = fb 2 R2 j gb(0+) < y0; gb(0�) < 0g
M1 = fb 2 R2 j gb(0+) = y0; gb(0�) < 0g
C2 = fb 2 R2 j z0 < gb(0+) < 0; gb(0�) < 0g
M2 = fb 2 R2 j gb(0+) = 0; gb(0�) < 0g
C3 = fb 2 R2 j gb(0+) > 0; gb(0�) < 0; g2

b
(0�) > y1g

M3 = fb 2 R2 j gb(0+) > 0; gb(0�) < 0; g2
b
(0�) = y1g

C4 = fb 2 R2 j gb(0+) > 0; g2
b
(0+) > y0; gb(0�) < 0; g2

b
(0�) < y1g

T1 = fb 2 R2 j gb(0�) = gb(0+) < 0; gb(0�) = g3
b
(0�)g

T2 = fb 2 R2 j gb(0�) = gb(0+) > 0; gb(0+) = g3
b
(0+)g

(55)

Three further regions, C5, C6 and C7, and three curves, M4, M5 and M6 are de�ned
by symmetry (x ! �x), where Ci is the symmetric image of C8�i, i = 5; 6; 7, and
Mj is the symmetric image of M7�j, j = 4; 5; 6.
Similar regions, lines and points are de�ned for maps in class D, corresponding to

the sets de�ned for class B after the transformation x! �x. We shall not list these
regions, curves and points here, they will be denoted by the symbols Dk, k = 1; : : : ; 5,
Nr, r = 1; : : : ; 4, and Rs, s = 1; 2, respectively in the obvious way.
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Figure 6. Renormalized maps for B1, B2 and B3.

The next step is to de�ne induced maps for maps in each region, determine the
range of behaviour that these induced maps can exhibit and associate to each renor-
malization operation a pair of functions which de�ne the iterates of the induced map
in terms of the iterates of the original map and the periodic orbits which are left
behind by the renormalization.
Suppose that a 2 B1, then fa((0; z1]) � [z0; 0) and so f 2

a
restricted to (0; z1] is

monotonic and decreasing (as fa is decreasing in x > 0 and increasing in x < 0, so
the the induced map RB1

fa : I ! I de�ned by

RB1
fa(x) =

�
fa(x) if x < 0
f 2
a
(x) if x > 0

(56)

is a map in class B. Moreover, f 2
a
(0+) � fa(0�), with equality if fa(0+) = 0, and in

the limit of fa(0+) = z0 (i.e. z1 ! 0), f 2
a
(0+) = z0. Hence RB1

fa is in either B1, B2,
B3, L1 or L2 (see Figure 7). Furthermore, maps on the boundary of chaos in B1 are
mapped by RB1

across the boundary of chaos in B1[L1[B2[L2[B3. In general, if
the map fa is itself an induced map de�ned by the nth1 iterate of a map in x > 0 and
the nth2 iterate of a map in x < 0, then the induced map RB1

fa has iterates �1(n1; n2)
where �1 : N

2 ! N
2 is de�ned by

�1(n1; n2) = (n1 + n2; n2) (57)

Since the induced map is de�ned on the whole interval for which fa is de�ned we do
not lose any periodic orbits so we do not de�ne any operator to give the period of
periodic orbits left behind in this case. The important information is thus that the
boundary of chaos in B1 is mapped under renormalization to the boundary of chaos
in B1 [L1 [B2 [L2 [B3 and the value of �1, which gives the iterates of the induced
map.
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Now consider a 2 B2. By the remarks already made (above the de�nitions of the
regions Bi) there is an orbit of period two fy0; y1g with y0 < 0 < y1. De�ne the map
RB2

fa : [y0; y1]! I by

RB2
fa(x) =

�
f 3
a
(x) if x < 0

fa(x) if x > 0
(58)

(see Figure 7). It is fairly easy to see that this maps [y0; y1] into itself provided
f 3
a
(0�) � y0 and that if f 3

a
(0�) < y0 then the map has positive topological entropy.

Moreover, RB2
fa is in class C. Varying a in B2 it should be clear that we can obtain

any map on the boundary of chaos in C with gb(0+) > 0. Hence the boundary of
chaos in B2 is mapped under renormalization to the part of the boundary of chaos
in class C contained in C3 [M3 [ C4 [M4 [ C5 [M5 [ C6 [M6 [ C7.
The e�ect of this renormalization on iterates of a general induced map is given by

�2(n1; n2) = (n1; n1 + 2n2) (59)

The only recurrent dynamics which is not contained in the union of forward iter-
ates of (y0; y1) consists of �xed points (z0) which we knew about already (from the
de�nition of maps in class B) and so the new information is that there is an orbit
of period two. More generally, an orbit of period n1 + n2 is 'left behind' by this
renormalization step. Hence we de�ne pB2

: N2 ! N by

pB2
(n1; n2) = n1 + n2 (60)

Rather than work painfully through the remaining cases, the idea should be clear
enough by now and the results are described in Table 1 (the renormalization in
region B3 is sketched in Figure 7). Note that the only subtle aspect of this paper
is the second column of this table. The sub-regions of the boxes must be de�ned in
such a way that the boundary of chaos in one region is mapped onto the boundary of
chaos in a union of other sub-regions with no remainder. As mentioned earlier this
is not a unique representation, but captures the dynamics with a minimum of fuss.

8. A subshift of finite type under renormalization

The �rst two columns of Table 1 de�ne a subshift of �nite type for the renormal-
ization of these single discontinuity maps: given (almost) any sequence of symbols
allowed by these columns there is a map on the boundary of chaos which can be renor-
malized with this sequence of operations. Maps which renormalize to class A may be
further renormalizable, but since these transitions are well understood [11, 19] we will
ignore them here. Now, for maps which do not fall into class A under renormalization
there are two possibilities: either they can be renormalized a �nite number of times
and then fall on the special points Sk, Tk or Rk (k = 1; 2), de�ned in the previous
section, or they can be renormalized an in�nite number of times without falling on
these points. For maps on the boundary of chaos in the former case there is a �nite
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Table 1. E�ect of renormalization in the di�erent regions described
in the text. The image is the set of regions mapped onto by renormal-
ization, the renormalization itself gives the induced map as iterates on
the right and left respectively as a function of the original right and
left iterates, and the period indicates the period of periodic orbits `left
behind' by renormalization.

Region Image Renormalization Period

B1 B1 [ L1 [B2 [ L2 [B3 �1(n1; n2) = (n1 + n2; n2) ;
L1 M2 �1(n1; n2) = (n1; n1 + 2n2) n1 + n2
B2 C3 [ C4 [ C5 [ C6 [ C7 �2(n1; n2) = (n1; n1 + 2n2) n1 + n2

[M3 [M4 [M5 [M6

L2 N4 �2(n1; n2) = (2n1; n1 + n2) n1
B3 D4 �3(n1; n2) = (2n1; n1 + n2) n1
L3 N3 �3(n1; n2) = (2n1; n1 + n2) n1
B4 D1 [N1 [D2 [N3 [D3 �4(n1; n2) = (2n1; n1 + n2) n1
L4 R3 �4(n1; n2) = (2n1; n1 + n2) n1
B5 A �5(n1; n2) = (2n1; n2) n1

C1 A 1(n1; n2) = (n1 + n2; 2n2) n2
M1 S1 �1(n1; n2) = (n1; 2n2) n2
C2 B1 1(n1; n2) = (n1; 2n2) n2
M2 L1 �2(n1; n2) = (n1; 2n2) n2
C3 B2 [ L2 [B3 [ L3 [B4 3(n1; n2) = (n1; 2n2) n2
M3 S2 �3(n1; n2) = (n1; 2n2) n2
C4 A 4(n1; n2) = (2n1; 2n2) fn1; n2g
M4 R2 �4(n1; n2) = (2n1; n2) n1
C5 D2 [N2 [D3 [N3 [D4 4(n1; n2) = (2n1; n2) n1
M5 N1 �5(n1; n2) = (2n1; n2) n1
C6 D1 6(n1; n2) = (2n1; n2) n1
M6 R1 �6(n1; n2) = (2n1; n2) n1
C7 A 7(n1; n2) = (2n1; n1 + n2) n1

D1 D1 [N1 [D2 [N2 [D3 �1(n1; n2) = (n1; n1 + n2) ;
N1 M5 �1(n1; n2) = (2n1 + n2; n2) n1 + n2
D2 C1 [ C2 [ C3 [ C4 [ C5 de2(n1; n2) = (2n1 + n2; n2) n1 + n2

[M1 [M2 [M3 [M4

N2 L3 �2(n1; n2) = (n1 + n2; 2n2) n2
D3 B4 �3(n1; n2) = (n1 + n2; 2n2) n2
N3 L3 �3(n1; n2) = (n1 + n2; 2n2) n2
D4 B1 [ L1 [B2 [ L3 [B3 �4(n1; n2) = (n1 + n2; 2n2) n2
N4 S1 �4(n1; n2) = (n1 + n2; 2n2) n2
D5 A �5(n1; n2) = (n1; 2n2) n2
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set of periods, and the transition from zero entropy to positive entropy involves a
discontinuous jump in the number of periods present in the maps. In the latter case
the maps can be renormalized an in�nite number of times, leaving behind an in�nite
set of periodic orbits. It is this case that we pursue further here. Thus, in what
follows, we ignore the boundary elements Li, Mk and Ni, and concentrate on maps
which are in�nitely renormalizable and which never renormalize to these boundaries.
These ignored cases are easy to reintroduce into the analysis using Table 1.
Since class A is also to be ignored, we can ignore B5, C1, C4, C7 and D5 on the

grounds that any map which falls into one of these classes under renormalization
then renormalizes to class A. The graph associated with the remaining regions is
shown in Figure 8: the arrows indicating the allowed paths. Note that the diagram
is symmetric under the transformation.

(Bi; C2; C3; C5; C6; Di)! (Di; C6; C5; C3; C2; Bi) (61)

Once again, this simply reects the relationships between the maps under the
transformation x! �x.
We now have to be a little careful: since the renormalization map is discontinuous,

there may be the (inevitable) ambiguity about whether a sequence allowed by the
subshift actually corresponds to a map inside the region, or whether it reects the
behaviour on the boundary of the region. The two �xed points of this subgraph B1

1

and D1
1 , are a case in point, since they represent the points R1 and S1 respectively.

Indeed any sequence allowed by this diagram which ends with an in�nite sequence
of B1s or D1s corresponds to the case mentioned above for which there is a �nite
set of periods for maps on the boundary of chaos. There are two pairs of periodic
orbits of period two allowed by the subgraph of Figure 8: (D3B4)

1 and its symmetric
image (B3D4)

1 correspond to period-doubling. In the context of the discontinuous
maps de�ned here this sequence of bifurcations is unstable to perturbations of the
maps although in the context of continuous maps of the intervals (for class B or D)
or symmetric maps in class C this route is stable to perturbations. Thus we identify
these sequences with the boundary orbit (L3N3)

1. Looking at the remainder of
possible boundary behaviour we see that any other sequence (i.e. one which does
not contain the four in�nite sequences described above) does indeed correspond to an
orbit of the subshift which is not on the boundary at any stage of renormalization.
Thus sequences which contain the subsequences B1

1 , D1
1 , (D3B4)

1 and (B3D4)
1

are not allowed. (Alternatively we could have worked with closed regions, in which
case a subshift is obtained for which all sequences are allowed but some must be
identi�ed.)
The second pair of periodic cycles of period two is (C3B2)

1 and (C5D2)
1. These

correspond to maps which undergo the anharmonic route to chaos described in [13, 14]
and is robust to small perturbations of the de�ning families. So any sequence allowed
by Figure 8 which ends with either of these sequences de�nes a line segment in
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Figure 7. Directed graph for the subshift de�ned by renormalization
of monotonic maps with a single discontinuity. All in�nite paths al-
lowed by the graph except those containing the sequences D1

1 , B1
1 ,

(B3D4)
1 and (D3B4)

1 correspond to maps on the boundary of chaos.

parameter space on which maps undergo the anharmonic route to chaos after some
initial 'out of sequence' set of bifurcations. We believe that these are the only line
segments on the boundary of chaos which do not lie in A-boxes.
Figure 8 together with Table 1 gives a complete catalogue of the periods and

renormalizations of maps on the boundary of chaos for the families of maps we are
considering with one exception (described in section six). In the remainder of this
paper we consider two sets of possibilities in more detail: the low-period cycles of
Figure 8 and the anomalous anharmonic routes to chaos.
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9. Low-period orbits of the subshift

When describing low order periodic orbits of the subshift we shall adopt the con-
vention that sequences are read from left to right (as though they were maps acting
on the left), so (B3D4B1)

1 is an allowed sequence whilst (B1D4B3)
1 is not. Since

the subshift is symmetric, periodic sequences either come in pairs or they are them-
selves symmetric. We shall consider the periodic sequences of length two and three
together with the symmetric cycle of length four and six.

Cycles of period two and symmetric cycles of period four

There are two independent cycles of period two allowed by the graph in Figure 8:
the cycles (C3B2)

1 and (C5D2)
1. Maps on the boundary of chaos in these cases

have been described elsewhere [13, 14] and will be considered in the next section.
There is one symmetric cycle of period four: (C3B2C5D2)

1, and it is this case that
we concentrate on here.
Suppose that some map g 2 C3 is in�nitely renormalizable with a sequence of

renormalizations corresponding to this renormalization cycle. Then there is a natural
period in the renormalization process: after four renormalizations we come back and
repeat the same renormalizations. So, suppose that after 4k renormalization steps we
have a renormalized map in C3 involving the iterates (n1; n2). Applying 3 we obtain
a new map in B2 with iterates (n1; 2n2) and leave behind an orbit of period n2. Now
applying �2 we get a new map in C5 with iterates (n1; n1+4n2) and an orbit of period
n1 + 2n2. Applying 5 gives a map in D2 with iterates (2n1; n1 + 4n2) and an orbit
of period n1. Finally, applying �2 we get a map with iterates (5n1 + 4n2; n1 + 4n2),
an orbit of period 3n1 + 4n2 and we are back where we started. Hence, through
one renormalization cycle the iterates of the induced map changes from (n1; 2n2) to
(5n1+4n2; n1+4n2) and periodic orbits of period n2, n1, n1+2n2 and 3n1+4n2 have
been left behind. This can be represented conveniently in the following way: after 4k
renormalization steps the iterates of the induced map are (nk1; n

k
2) where�

nk+11

nk+12

�
= A

�
nk1
nk2

�
(62)

with

A =

�
5 4
1 4

�
(63)

and the periodic orbits created in the four renormalizations between the 4kth and
4(k + 1)th are p4k+1; : : : ; p4k+4 where0

BB@
p4k+1
p4k+2
p4k+3
p4k+4

1
CCA = B

�
nk1
nk2

�
; B =

0
BB@

0 1
1 0
1 2
3 4

1
CCA (64)
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and n01 = n02 = 1. Applying these operations we �nd that this gives a map on the
boundary of chaos with periodic orbits with periods

1; 1; 3; 7; 5; 9; 19; 47; 29; 65; 123; 311; : : : (65)

Another route to chaos associated with this renormalization cycle can be found in
class B2, in�nitely renormalizable with (B2C5D2C3)

1. In this case

A =

�
5 2
2 4

�
; B =

0
BB@

1 0
1 1
1 2
3 2

1
CCA (66)

giving the sequence of periods

1; 2; 3; 5; 7; 13; 19; 33; 47; 85; 123; 217; : : : (67)

The remaining two permutations of the renormalization cycle give the symmetric
images of these two routes and hence the same sequence of periods.

Cycles of period three and symmetric cycles of period six

There are two independent cycles of period three, (B1B3D4)
1 and (B4D2C3)

1

together with their symmetric images, which we shall ignore. There are also two
symmetric cycles of period six, (C5D4B2C3B4D2)

1 and (B2C6D1D2C2B1)
1. The

three routes to chaos associated with (B1B3D4)
1 will be described in the same way

as we approached the previous example. Since no periodic orbit is associated with
a renormalization in B1 each run through the cycle will produce two periodic orbits.
After each run through the cycle the iterate of the induced map will be changed, so
the matrix A is de�ned as before (except it describes the change after three rather
than four renormalization steps) whilst the matrix B in now 2� 2 and�

p2k+1
p2k+2

�
= BAk

�
1
1

�
(68)

For (B1B3D4)
1 (and hence maps in B1) we �nd

A =

�
3 4
2 4

�
; B =

�
1 1
1 2

�
(69)

giving the sequence
2; 3; 13; 19; 83; 121; 529; 771; : : : (70)

For maps in B3 which are in�nitely renormalizable with (B3D4B1)
1 we �nd

A =

�
5 3
2 2

�
; B =

�
1 0
1 1

�
(71)

giving the sequence
1; 2; 8; 12; 52; 76; 332; 484; : : : (72)
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and for maps in D4 which are in�nitely renormalizable with (D4B1B3)
1

A =

�
2 6
1 5

�
; B =

�
0 1
1 3

�
(73)

giving the sequence
1; 4; 6; 24; 38; 166; 242; 1068; : : : (74)

Maps which are in�nitely renormalizable with (B4D2C3)
1 and its permutations are

described in precisely the same way, but now B is a 2 � 3 matrix and the periodic
orbits are in the sequence 0

@ p3k+1
p3k+2
p3k+3

1
A = BAk

�
1
1

�
(75)

For maps in B4 which are in�nitely renormalizable with (B4D2C3)
1

A =

�
5 1
2 2

�
; B =

0
@ 1 0

1 1
3 1

1
A (76)

giving periods
1; 2; 4; 5; 10; 22; 34; 54; 122; 190; 298; 678; : : : (77)

For the corresponding maps in D2

A =

�
4 2
2 3

�
; B =

0
@ 0 1

1 1
2 1

1
A (78)

giving the sequence of periods

1; 2; 3; 5; 11; 17; 27; 61; 95; 149; 339; 529; : : : (79)

And for maps in C2 we �nd

A =

�
5 2
1 2

�
; B =

0
@ 0 1

1 0
3 2

1
A (80)

giving
1; 1; 5; 3; 7; 27; 13; 41; 149; 67; 231; 827; : : : (81)

The way to relate the subshift to the periodic orbits on the boundary of chaos should
now be clear and we will not go through the full calculation for the two remaining
cases, (C5D4B2C3B4D2)

1 and (B2C6D1D2C2B1)
1. However, just to emphasize the

point that the sequences of periods are sometimes quite curious we end this section
with the �rst few terms from the latter case:

1; 3; 5; 21; 13; 51; 77; 357; 205; 819; 1229; 5733; : : : (82)
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10. The anharmonic route to chaos: generalisations

The anharmonic route to chaos, described in [13, 14], is stable to perturbations and
so we expect any sequence allowed by the subshift which ends (B2C3)

1 or (D2C5)
1

to correspond to segments of curves on the boundary of chaos in parameter space.
Consider the case of (B2C3)

1, for example. In the notation of the previous section
we �nd that

A =

�
1 0
2 4

�
; B =

�
1 1
1 2

�
(83)

and so we obtain the sequence of periods

2; 3; 7; 13; 27; 53; : : : (84)

or
pn+1 = 2pn + (�1)n; p1 = 2 (85)

Note the n1 is not charged by this renormalization process, but that f(0+) > 0 since
f 2 B2. Hence there is a �xed point (and possibly a point of period two) of f in x > 0
which is not picked out by the renormalization scheme. This is the one exception
to the set of periods obtained from Figure 8 and Table 1 which must be introduced
by hand. More generally, if there is some �nite number of renormalization steps
followed by (B2C3)

1 an orbit of period n1 and, possibly, an orbit of period 2n1, exist
for the corresponding map on the boundary of chaos which will not appear in the list
generated by the algorithm of section four.
As an example consider the allowed sequence C2B1(B2C3)

1. Applying the renor-
malization rules we �nd that there are periodic orbits of period one and (pn), with

pn+1 = 2pn + 3(�1)n; p1 = 5 (86)

and that n1 = 3 during the cycle (B2C3)
1. Hence the maps corresponding to this

sequence also have an orbit of period three and, possibly, an orbit of period six. All
preimages of (B2C3)

1 allowed by the subshift can be treated similarly.

11. Rigorous statements

The analysis of the past few sections is based on the intuitive description of renor-
malization given in section 7. These can be made rigorous by looking at the possible
renormalizations of kneading invariants on the symbolic level. The problem with
the presentation given earlier is that we know of no simple full families of maps {
the homterval problem means that standard families, for example with branches of
the form constant plus x� with � > 1 which arise in homoclinic bifurcations are not
full families [9, 12]. Take for example the renormalization in B1: the induced map
RB1

fa : I ! I de�ned by

RB1
fa(x) =

�
fa(x) if x < 0
f 2
a
(x) if x > 0

(87)
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is a map in class B. Moreover, f 2
a
(0+) � fa(0�), with equality if fa(0+) = 0, and in

the limit of fa(0+) = z0 (i.e. z1 ! 0), f 2
a
(0+) = z0. Hence RB1

fa is in either B1, B2,
B3, L1 or L2.
Dropping the subscript a, the maps F in regions B1 up to L2 are de�ned via the

inequalities F (c�) > c, F (c�) � F (c+) and F 2(c�) < c. So, in terms of the symbolic
description, their kneading invariants (K+; K�) satisfy one of the three possibilities
described in Lemma ??, and K� = �1 + 1 � 1 : : : . The region B1 itself has maps
with f(c�) > c and f(c+) < c and f 2(c�) < c follows from the condition on c+.
Thus its kneading invariant (k+; k�) satis�es the same three sets of inequalities, but
k+ = +1� 1 : : : and k� = �1 + 1� 1 : : : .
The statements made in the description of renormalization in section 7 are that

(a) applying the transformation +1! +1� 1 and �1! �1 to any (K+; K�) gives
a kneading invariant (k+; k�) of a map in B1, and conversely, (b) every kneading
invariant of a map in B1 is either in the class (K+; K�) or has zero entropy and a
�nite set of periodic orbits (symbolically di�erent), or is chaotic.
Let us prove these statements separately.

Proposition 10. Let (K+; K�) be the kneading invariant of a msdc map F in class
B with F (c�) > c, F (c�) � F (c+) and F 2(c�) < c. Then the pair (k+; k�) obtained
by applying the transformations

+1! +1� 1; �1! �1 (88)

is the kneading invariant of a map f in B1 (i.e. with f(c�) > c and f(c+) < c).

Proof: First note that since (88) preserves parity, the map f if it exists will be in
class B. Also every +1 in k� is followed by a sequence (�1)n for some 1 � n � 1
consistent with f 2 B1. Since F (c�) > c and F 2(c�) < c, K� = �1 + 1 � 1 : : : and
so k� = �1 + 1� 1� 1 : : : , i.e. f(c�) > c and f 2(c�) < c.
We now need to consider the di�erent possibilities for (K+; K�) as outlined in

section 6. The �rst case is given by (45) and (46), i.e.

either �2K� �so+ �rK+ �so+ K� or K+ �so+ �rK+ �so+ �K� (89)

depending on whether �rK+ starts with a minus one or plus one respectively, and

either �2K� �so+ �rK� �so+ K� or K+ �so+ �rK� �so+ �K� (90)

depending on whether �rK� starts with a minus one or plus one respectively, where
r > 0 for K+ and r > 2 for K�. We want to show that the pair (k+; k�) obtained
by applying (88) to (K+; K�) satis�es a similar set of inequalities (we have already
shown in the �rst paragraph that if it is admissible, then the kneading invariant must
be for a map in B1).
Suppose that �rk+ = +1 : : : but that �k� �so+ �rk+. Since k+ can be written in

terms of factors of (+1 � 1) and (�1) we know that �rk+ = (+1 � 1)u1(�1)u2 : : :
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where �sK+ = (+1)u1(�1)u2 : : : . Similarly, �k� = (+1�1)a1(�1)a2 : : : where �K� =
(+1)a1(�1)a2 : : : . Thus if �k� = �rk+ we �nd �K� = �sK+ a contradiction. Now
suppose �k� �so+ �rk+. Since the two sequences di�er there is a word w of length
q (say) such that �k� = wA and �rk+ = wB, and the sequences A and B start
with di�erent symbols. If w has an even number of plus ones then �k� �so+ �rk+
implies that A = �1 : : : and B = +1 : : : and if w has an odd number of plus ones
then A = +1 : : : and B = �1 : : : . Note that w cannot end with plus one, as every
plus one is followed by a minus one, and so this could not be the point at which the
sequences di�er. Thus w = (+1 � 1)a1 : : : (+1 � 1)av�1(�1)av (with av = 0 possible)
and

�K� = (+1)a1 : : : (+1)av�1(�1)av(�1)av+1(+1)av+1 : : :

If w is even/or odd so is W = (+1)a1 : : : (+1)av�1(�1)av . Suppose w is even, then
�k� = w(�1) : : : and �rk+ = w(+1) : : : implies that �K� = W (�1) : : : and �sK+ =
W (+1) : : : and so �K� �so+ �sK+, another contradiction. If w is odd a similar
argument comes to the same conclusion.
Still with the case �rk+ = +1 : : : , the assumption that �rk+ �so+ k+ leads to a

similar contradiction (�sK+ �so+ K+, with �sK+ = +1 : : : ).
The other cases (i.e. (46) are similar (and in many cases can be reduced to those

done above).
The second case for the kneading invariant (K+; K�) is where �pK+ = K� or

�pK� = K+ are also similar, so we conclude with the third case: K+ = (W+W�)
1,

K� = (W�W+)
1 where W� has length Q and W+ has length P with inequalities

(49) and (50) holding. Suppose that (w�w+)
1 �so+ �k(w�w+)1, where w� are the

words created by applying (88) to W�, and k < jQj. If �kW� breaks W� at a point
where it is `in sync' with the factorization in terms of (�1) and (+1 � 1) then a
simple argument leads to a contradiction for K�. Thus w� = (a(+1))(�1b) where
the length of (a(+1)) is k. and the hypothesis is that

k� = w�w+ : : : �so+ (�1)bw+w� : : :

But of course, w� starts with a �1, so this implies that

�k� �so+ bw+w� : : :

and since b is `in sync' again, we obtain a contradiction.
We will not pursue the proof further { there are so many di�erent cases that the

understanding gained would be outweighed by the boredom attained. Indeed, the
methods indicated above are su�cient to convince yourself of the following.

Proposition 11. If f 2 B1 has kneading invariant (k+; k�) then the sequences K�
obtained by applying the transformation

+1� 1! +1; �1! �1

are the kneading invariant of a map F in class B with F (c�) > F (c+) and F (c�) > c.
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The renormalization for maps in B1 is particularly simple in that they can always
be renormalized; there is no stopping rule which restricts the next level of renormal-
ization. In the other cases it is necessary to eliminate the positive entropy cases as
indicated in section 7.

12. Conclusion and caveats

In this paper a subshift of �nite type for the renormalization of two classes of single
discontinuity maps related to di�erential equations has been given explicitly. This
makes it possible to give a complete description of the periods present for maps on the
boundary of chaos in these classes. Whilst this seems new and interesting a number
of caveats are worth making (the reader may prefer to see these as assumptions).

1. The mathematics described works entirely on the symbolic level of kneading the-
ory. We are not aware of any results which prove that full families of such maps exist,
nor that the natural parametrization of such maps if they do exist can be mapped
to the plane. In particular, it has not been proved that the quadratic examples of
section two satisfy all the assumptions needed. In consequence, it may turn out that
not all the (uncountably many) routes to chaos described by the subshift are real-
izable for di�erentiable maps in the relevant classes. On the other hand, given any
sequence of renormalizations it is straight-forward to construct maps in class B or C
which are renormalizable with this sequence of renormalizations (provided of course
that the sequence is allowed by the subshift).

2. When talking about points and lines on the boundary of chaos we have been
assuming metric properties of the subshift without justi�cation. From [19] we know
that there are lines in each A-box on which the transition to chaos is abrupt, via
a mechanism related to circle intermittency. Similarly we know that in each B-box
and C-box there are segments of lines on which the transition to chaos is via the
anharmonic bifurcation [14]. On the other hand, it is not known whether there are
any other robust routes to chaos: numerical evidence suggests that these are the
only two. Hence we have assumed that all other routes correspond to point on the
boundary of chaos.

3. Section �ve gives an algorithm for calculating the periods of periodic orbits for
maps on the boundary of chaos. The representation does not always give monotonic
sequences and there may well be a better way of describing the periods.

4. (Historical note) This paper is adapted from a preprint which formed a chapter
of my Adams Prize Essay in 1992. It was not submitted for publication at the time
because I could not prove that any given family is full (indeed, there are results to
prove that standard families are not full [8, 9, 12]). However, the renewed interest in
piecewise monotonic maps in hybrid systems, and the approach taken in section four
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which shows that every admissible sequence in the kneading invariant of a piecewise
continuous map, makes me feel that this is worth publishing now.
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